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As we progressed through the first four months of the
year, investors became increasingly comfortable that
the sharp market correction in the fourth quarter of
last year was sufficient to discourage President Trump
from pursuing further aggressive trade policy. The
assumption that a trade deal between the US and
China would be forthcoming was an important factor
in the very strong start to the year for equity markets.
However, the relative calm was then punctured on 5
May when President Trump announced that the 10%
tariffs imposed on $200 billion of imports from China
would be increasing to 25%. Furthermore, that the
balance of around $325 billion in goods would also be
subject to 25% tariffs “shortly”. The Sunday evening
tweet was accompanied with a somewhat enigmatic
message that “the trade deal with China continues, but
too slowly, as they attempt to renegotiate. No!”
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According to Reuters, the reason for Trump’s outburst and sudden
escalation was that China had systematically edited the nearly
150-page draft agreement and “in each of the seven chapters
of the draft trade deal, China had deleted its commitments to
change laws to resolve core complaints that caused the United
States to launch a trade war: Theft of US intellectual property and
trade secrets; forced technology transfers; competition policy;
access to financial services; and currency manipulation”. This rapid
deterioration in the negotiations is clearly a negative for financial
markets and has led to increasing references to deglobalisation.
We have written extensively about globalisation since 2016,
although it isn’t as simple as saying that globalisation is now
going into reverse. Ultimately, globalisation is a spectrum, where
the rate of change is also very important. Specifically, there is a big
difference between a targeted trade dispute between the US and
China, compared with the US pursuing isolationist policy versus
the rest of the word.
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(continued)

Unfortunately the evidence here is mixed. On the one hand,
President Trump has delayed proposed auto import tariffs while
negotiations continue with the European Union and Japan, but on
the other hand threatened to impose 5% import tariffs on Mexico
relating to the flow of Central American migrants. We know that
Trump has long held views on perceived trade unfairness, with
comments suggesting that tariffs should be imposed on Japan as
long ago as the late 1980s. Furthermore, we know that to a large
extent Trump is constrained by congress, but tariffs is one area
where he is capable of wielding significant executive power.
One of the consequences of the first phase of tariffs (25% on
$50bn and 10% on $200bn) has been that imports from China
to the US have fallen sharply, while imports from South Korea,
Taiwan and Vietnam have surged. Therefore, the big question is
have we seen genuine production shifts or has it been minimal
processing then onward shipment? Given the speed of the
shift it is likely to be the latter; we know that low value-add
manufacturing has been moving out of China for a number of
years.
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Overall, there is no doubt that the potential upending of global
supply chains built-up over decades is a real risk for the equity
market. The bond market has taken the view that a trade war
would be more deflationary than inflationary, and this is probably
right, even though there might be some short term inflationary
impulse.
We were never in the camp that believed there would be an
all-encompassing trade deal between the US and China, as this
is about far more than just the trade balance. It’s a difference
of ideology and ultimately supremacy, of which technology is a
very important factor in today’s world. The extent of this recent
escalation is somewhat surprising. The stock market remains the
ultimate barometer for Trump and is likely to act as a deterrent,
such that we get specific and targeted action rather than all out
deglobalisation.

Fixed
income
Failure to launch

After a period of consolidation, global government
bond yields and credit spreads markets were rocked by
trade tensions, which for the most part had recently
faded from view. A few evening tweets suggested
that not only is the threat of tariffs now the preferred
method for gaining concessions, but also that no
country is safe. This led to a very sharp rally in yields
as market participants re-priced their expectations for
global growth and longer term inflation expectations.
Granted, the US has many genuine reasons to target
unfair Chinese trade practices, but any action of this
scope almost certainly impacts the global economy in a
negative way, even if the duration is short term.
Prior to the trade uncertainties in May, we had been seeing
extremely positive developments within leading economic
indicators which boded well for a recovery in growth during
the second half of 2019. These green shoots are now in serious
jeopardy as the global economy has failed to launch – hence the
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rally in defensive assets. The US administration is likely to dial
down the trade rhetoric, however the US Treasury market believes
that the damage has been done and a recession is on its way.
This rally in bond yields has been sharp and fast with the whole
US Treasury curve shifting downwards, leaving two year rates
at 1.92% (down -34bps) and ten year rates at 2.13% (down
-37bps). This was partly driven by lower inflation expectations,
with ten year inflation break evens -21bps lower, but also a
much lower growth outlook and term premium. For US short
term rates, the market is now pricing in a 95% probability of
one 25bps cut in interest rates during 2019, up from 67% last
month. This dovish tilt comes after the Federal Reserve has already
given the market a good dose of dovish medicine earlier in the
year. Risk assets have remained stable due to the prospect of
monetary policy bailing out a reckless US administration. Make no
mistake, policy makers are being forced down this route and most
members would prefer an extended period on hold rather than
encourage speculative behavior in risk assets.
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With very short dated interest rates now higher than longer term
maturities, investors are not rewarded for taking term risk given
that three base rate cuts over the next year are now fully priced
in by markets. Long dated bonds are therefore only attractive
as a recession hedge, although considering recent market
movements, a case can be made that this trade may have passed.
As we referenced last month, due to central banks globally
manipulating their bond markets, there are few assets that will
act as an effective hedge for when the next recession does come,
which explains the demand for US Treasuries. Therefore, a further
weakening in economic data could spur additional haven flows in
the short term.
This fragile backdrop has led us to tighten up our underweight
duration positioning slightly by adding some duration exposure.
Investor positioning in US Treasuries remains stretched, leaving the
market prone to bouts of extreme volatility if the trade situation
shows any signs of a positive outcome, so we remain very
cautious.
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As we have communicated since February, we have been reducing
credit risk across portfolios and still believe this is the correct
course of action given the negative news flow and signs of weak
global growth. However, the recent rise in credit spreads has
opened up some pockets of value and we have been selectively
adding back some exposure where the risk/reward outlook
is favourable. We see relative value in shorter dated financial
maturities, which carry a higher spread than other sectors. They
look set to be the main beneficiaries from a steeper yield curve as
either short term borrowing costs are lowered and/or the flight
to quality premium in longer dated US Treasuries unwinds. In
addition, with monetary policy adding stimulus to the US housing
market, we have been adding exposure to high quality agency
mortgage backed securities. These allow us to capture a spread
over US Treasuries, but with much lower volatility and higher
liquidity than corporate bonds.

Equities
Equity rally stalls

The rebound in equity markets stalled in May as
investors were reintroduced to issues surrounding
global trade. The MSCI World had touched all time
high levels in late April, but investors turned jittery in
May, sending the index down -5.8%. The MSCI World,
despite May, has returned +9.7% in 2019, a strong
recovery from the fourth quarter 2018 correction.
China appears to have responded to US sanctions
on Huawei, a Chinese technology corporation, with
threats of curtailing sales of rare earth metals. Rare
earth metals are used in the production of many
products ranging from electric vehicle batteries, to
pharmaceutical drugs used to treat certain cancers, so
there is a wide reaching impact of any decision from
the Chinese.
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The first quarter earnings season wound down as the trade talk
heated up in May. S&P 500 earnings growth was mildly positive
for the quarter, a much better result than consensus expectations.
Continuing a several year trend, US companies sourcing the most
revenue outside US borders have seen their earnings estimates cut
the most, with those companies most exposed to China bearing
the brunt. Looking forward, there appears to be a small chance of
an earnings recession in the second and third quarters, however
the base case is for positive readings. Earnings estimates are
showing negative year over year growth estimates in the second
quarter, and only mildly positive growth in the third quarter.
Typically, earnings recessions coincide with falling markets in the
short term, but rising markets within 12 months of the event.

Equities
Equity rally stalls
(continued)

At a sector level, the strongest performers in May had a defensive
and interest rate sensitive flavour. Real estate, utilities, and
health care all outperformed their peers. Technology was the
worst performing sector, falling -8.4%, pulled lower by the
semiconductor sub-sector – a market increasingly caught in the
trade war cross fire. We continue to focus on software companies
within technology – as there is less of an impact of global trade
and political risk on this cohort of companies. Unsurprisingly,
given the S&P 500’s reliance on the technology sector, US equities
underperformed the MSCI World, falling -6.3%, while Europe fell
-5.5%, and Japan fell -4.0% for the month.
Global equities have formed a trading range over the past 17
months, coinciding with the beginning of global trade tensions.
There are other factors clearly at play, but it is impossible to ignore
the impact of the trade war – global earnings are falling and the
multiples that investors are willing to pay per dollar of earnings
have fallen as global risk has risen.
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Global asset allocation
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The chart below details our 6-12 month tactical investment strategy
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Disclaimer

This document and the information contained herein has been prepared and issued
by Butterfield Asset Management Limited, Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Limited and
Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited and is for illustrative purposes only. It neither
constitutes investment advice nor is it an offer or an invitation to acquire or dispose
of any securities and should not be relied upon as such. Prior to making any
investment decision a financial adviser should be consulted. Products and services
are available in the respective home jurisdictions and only in those other jurisdictions
where they may be legally offered or obtained.
The data source for this document is Bloomberg unless explicitly stated otherwise
and is believed to be accurate as at the date of publication and may be subject
to change without notice. Whilst every care has been taken in producing this
commentary, neither the author nor Butterfield Asset Management Limited,
Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Limited, nor Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited shall be
liable for any errors, misprints or misinterpretation of any of the matters set out in
it. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of
investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may
not recover the amount of your original investment. Where an investment involves
exposure to a foreign currency, changes in rates of exchange may cause the value
of the investment, and the income from it, to go up or down. In the case of some
investments, you should be aware that there is no recognised market for them
and that it may therefore be difficult for you to deal in them or to obtain reliable
information about their value or the extent of the risks to which they are exposed.
Certain investments carry a higher degree of risk than others and are, therefore,
unsuitable for some investors. Before contemplating any transaction, you should
consider whether you require financial advice.
Any copying, duplication or reproduction of part or all of this commentary and/or its
content in any form without the express written consent of the copyright owner is
prohibited and will constitute an infringement of copyright unless expressly agreed
to by Butterfield Asset Management Limited, Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Limited,
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or Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited, or as otherwise permitted by the Copyright
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Ordinance 2005. You may not, without our express written
permission, distribute or commercially exploit this work.
This commentary and/or its content is copyright of Butterfield Asset Management,
Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Limited and Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited. All rights
reserved.
Butterfield Asset Management Limited is licensed to conduct investment business
by the Bermuda Monetary Authority. Registered Office Address: 65 Front Street,
Hamilton HM12, Bermuda.
Telephone: +(441) 299 3817. Website: www.bam.butterfieldgroup.com.
Butterfield Bank (Cayman) Limited is licensed to conduct securities investment
business by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. Registered Office Address:
Butterfield Place, 12 Albert Panton Street, George Town, Grand Cayman KY1-1107,
Cayman Islands.
Telephone: +(345) 949 7055. Website: www.ky.butterfieldgroup.com.
Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission under the Banking Supervision (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
Law, 1994, The Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1987 and the
Regulation of Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company Directors, etc.
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000, each as amended from time to time. Registered
Office Address: P.O. Box 25, Regency Court, Glategny Esplanade, St Peter Port,
Guernsey, GY1 3AP. Company registered in Guernsey No. 21061.
Telephone: +44 (0)1481 711521. Fax: +44 (0)1481 714533.
Website: www.gg.butterfieldgroup.com.
Telephone calls are recorded for training, regulatory and security purposes.
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